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Abstract

The land surface energy- and water balances are tightly coupled by the partitioning of
absorbed solar radiation into terrestrial radiation and the turbulent fluxes of sensible
and latent heat, as well as the partitioning of precipitation into evaporation and runoff.
Evaporation forms the critical link between these two balances. Its rate is strongly af-5

fected by turbulent exchange as it provides the means to efficiently exchange moisture
between the heated, moist surface and the cooled, dry atmosphere. Here, we use
the constraint that this mass exchange operates at the thermodynamic limit of maxi-
mum power to derive analytical expressions for the partitioning of the surface energy-
and water balances on land. We use satellite-derived forcing of absorbed solar radi-10

ation, surface temperature and precipitation to derive simple spatial estimates for the
annual mean fluxes of sensible and latent heat and evaluate these estimates with the
ERA-Interim reanalysis dataset and observations of the discharge of large river basins.
Given the extremely simple approach, we find that our estimates explain the climatic
mean variations in net radiation, evaporation, and river discharge reasonably well. We15

conclude that our analytical, minimum approach provides adequate first order esti-
mates of the surface energy- and water balance on land and that the thermodynamic
limit of maximum power provides a useful closure assumption to constrain the energy
partitioning at the land surface.

1 Introduction20

The partitioning of absorbed solar radiation at the land surface into radiative cooling
and turbulent fluxes shape the terrestrial environment and this partitioning is strongly
affected by the availability of water on land. While absorption of solar radiation heats the
surface and supplies the energy for evaporation, precipitation imposes a constraint on
how much water can potentially evaporate. The relative proportion of these two factors25
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shape the energy- and water balances on land and thereby the characterization of land
into humid and arid regions.

These two factors – the availability of energy and of water – were combined by
Budyko (1974) (also, Schreiber, 1904; OlDekop, 1911) into a simple scheme to char-
acterize terrestrial environments regarding the mean availability of radiative energy and5

water at the surface. In this scheme, the fraction of precipitation that is evaporated, the
so-called evaporative index, ε, is expressed as a function of the dryness (or aridity) in-
dex, Φ, which is the ratio of net radiation at the surface divided by the energy equivalent
of precipitation (Fig. 1). Arid regions are characterized by a dryness index Φ > 1, and
evaporation is limited by the supply of water by precipitation, with ε = 1. This condition10

is represented by section A in Fig. 1. Humid regions have a low value of the dryness
index with Φ < 1, and evaporation is limited by radiative energy and thus, ε < 1 (sec-
tion B in Fig. 1). However, while observations generally are close to these limits, they
typically follow a line as shown by “C” in Fig. 1 so that evaporation is typically below the
limits described by sections A and B. These deviations were attributed by Milly (1994)15

to seasonality in precipitation, net radiation, and seasonal soil water storage.
Yet there is more to the partitioning of the surface energy- and water balance than the

availability of radiative energy and water. A critical process that maintains the exchange
of vapor between the surface and the atmosphere is the vertical mass exchange asso-
ciated with turbulence and atmospheric convection. To sustain this exchange of heated,20

moistened air from the surface with the cooler, drier air of the atmosphere, motion
needs to be maintained, which requires the continuous generation of kinetic energy
due to inevitable frictional losses. In Kleidon and Renner (2013a) we used a thermo-
dynamic approach to derive a maximum power limit associated with this exchange that
is driven by local surface heating. From this limit, we estimated the partitioning of the25

surface energy balance and a strength of the global hydrologic cycle and found that
these estimates reproduced observations very well. This approach also set the basis
to analytically derive the sensitivity of the water cycle to surface warming (Kleidon and
Renner, 2013b), and this sensitivity was found to reproduce the reported hydrologic
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sensitivity from much more complex climate models extremely well. The success of
this approach implies that atmospheric transport plays an important role as a con-
straint on land surface exchange, and it supports the hypothesis that natural processes
of the Earth system operate near their thermodynamic limit (Kleidon, 2012).

The goal of this paper is to extend our thermodynamic approach to the surface5

energy- and water balance on land. By doing so we aim for a description of the cli-
matological mean state in its simplest possible, yet physically consistent form, rather
than a highly detailed description that is likely to better reproduce observations. This
approach is first briefly summarized in the following section, including its extension to
include the effects of water limitation on the surface energy balance. We then use global10

datasets, which are described in Sect. 3, to provide spatially explicit estimates for the
climatic mean partitioning of the surface energy- and water balance. These estimates
are shown in the results section, where they are compared to ECMWF reanalysis prod-
ucts (ERA-Interim, Dee et al., 2011) as well as to observations of river basin discharge.
The limitations of our approach, specifically regarding the effect of the large-scale at-15

mospheric circulation and the covariation of variables that we did not account for here,
are described in the discussion, as well as the relation of our work to previous works.
We close with a brief summary and conclusions.

2 Theory

We use the theoretical approach of Kleidon and Renner (2013a). This approach uses20

the surface energy balance in steady state and imposes the thermodynamic limit of
maximum power to convective heat exchange at the surface to determine the fluxes of
the surface energy balance. We extend this approach to account for water limitation on
land. To do so, we formulate the climatological mean surface energy- and water balance
first, describe how the maximum power limit constrains the partitioning of energy fluxes25

at the surface, and place the partitioning associated with this maximum power state in
context with the Budyko framework.
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We consider a system composed of the land surface and the overlying atmosphere
in steady state, as shown in Fig. 2. This system is considered as being a local system
with no horizontal transport, motion is generated within the system, and water cycling
takes place locally as well. This setting is, of course, idealized and highly simplistic, as
horizontal advection of moisture plays a critical role in sustaining precipitation on land.5

On the other hand, this formulation is complete in that we only need a minimum set of
variables to specify the system in steady state. Specifically, we do not need to specify
wind velocities or relative humidities, as both variables represent internal variables of
the system. We use this local assumption here and discuss the potential limitations
that originate from this assumption in the discussion.10

The variables used in the following description of the approach are summarized in
Table 1.

2.1 Surface energy- and water balance

We consider the surface energy- and water balances in a climatological steady state.
The surface energy balance is expressed by15

0 = Rs −Rl −H − λE (1)

where Rs is the radiative heating by absorption of solar radiation, which constitutes the
primary forcing of the system, Rl is the cooling by net exchange of terrestrial radiation
between the surface and the atmosphere, and H and λE are the turbulent fluxes of20

sensible and latent heat. Because we consider a steady state, we neglect the ground
heat flux. The net exchange of terrestrial radiation, Rl, is approximated linearly by

Rl = kr(Ts − Ta) (2)

where kr is a linearized radiative conductance, Ts is the surface temperature, and Ta is25

the radiative temperature of the atmosphere (which is set by the global energy balance
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of the system, Rs = σT 4
a , with σ being the Stefan–Boltzmann constant). The difference

between Rs and Rl is the net radiation, Rn, at the surface:

Rn = Rs −Rl. (3)

The turbulent heat fluxes are expressed in terms of the Bowen ratio, B, as5

B =
H
λE

=
γ
fws

(4)

where the parameter γ is the psychrometric constant (γ = 65 PaK−1), s is the slope
of the saturation water vapor pressure curve, s = desat/dT , and the parameter fw is
introduced to account for the water limitation of evaporation. We determine the slope10

from the numerical approximation for the saturation vapor pressure, esat(T ) = e0 ·e
a−b/T

(Bohren and Albrecht, 1998), with e0 = 611 Pa, a = 19.83 and b = 5417 K and temper-
ature T in K. This yields an expression for s of

s =
desat

dT
=

e0b

T 2
·ea−b/T . (5)

15

The surface water balance is described in steady state by

0 = P −E −Q (6)

where P is precipitation, E is evaporation, and Q is river runoff.
The surface energy- and water balances are intimately coupled by the rate of evapo-20

ration, E . The water balance imposes a constraint in that E cannot exceed P −Q (Eq. 6),
while the energy balance imposes the constraint through the availability of energy, as
expressed by Eq. (1).
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2.2 Maximum power limit of turbulent heat fluxes

The magnitude of the turbulent heat fluxes, H+λE , is not sufficiently constrained by the
surface energy balance. A small value of turbulent heat fluxes could be realized with
an associated large value of Rl, or a large value of turbulent heat fluxes could satisfy
the surface energy balance with a small value of Rl. We impose a thermodynamic limit5

to this partitioning by the assumption that the power involved in convection is maxi-
mized, that is, that the generation rate of convective kinetic energy is maximized. This
assumption represents an upper bound that is permitted by the thermodynamics of the
system. A brief summary of this limit and an explanation why it represents a thermody-
namic bound is presented in the Appendix A1 and in Kleidon and Renner (2013a). In10

the following, we briefly describe the outcome of this maximization.
The maximum power state is obtained by maximizing the power G given by (cf.

Eq. A4):

G = J ·
Ts − Ta

Ts
(7)

15

with respect to the turbulent heat fluxes J = H + λE . This expression has a maximum,
because a greater value of J decreases the temperature difference, Ts − Ta, which is
a direct consequence of the surface energy balance (Eqs. 1 and 2). The maximization
yields an optimum partitioning of absorbed solar radiation into net terrestrial radiation,
Rl, opt, and turbulent heat fluxes, so that the optimum radiative fluxes are given by20

Rl, opt =
Rs

2
Rn, opt =

Rs

2
(8)

where Rn, opt = Rs−Rl, opt is the net radiation at the surface. The optimum turbulent heat
fluxes, Hopt and λEopt, are given by

Hopt =
γ

γ + fws
Rn, opt λEopt =

fws
γ + fws

Rn, opt. (9)25
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The case of no water limitation is given with a value of fw = 1. In the case of water
limitation, the value of fw is derived from the constraint E ≤ P . We obtain this value by
equating the optimum evaporation rate (Eq. 9) to precipitation and get:

fw =
γ
s

λP
(Rn − λP )

. (10)
5

With this expression, the partitioning between sensible and latent heat flux in the pres-
ence of water limitation is simply

Hopt, lim = Rn − λP λEopt, lim = λP . (11)

2.3 Budyko framework10

This partitioning of energy at the land surface can be related to the Budyko framework.
The Budyko framework is based on two variables: the dryness (or aridity) index, Φ,
defined by the ratio of net radiation to the energy equivalent of precipitation, which by
using Eq. (8) yields:

Φ=
Rn

λP
=

Rs

2λP
(12)15

and the evaporative index, ε, defined by the ratio of actual evaporation to precipitation:

ε =
E
P

(13)

which for values of fw = 1 is given by:20

ε =
s

γ + s
Φ (14)

and for fw < 1,

ε = 1. (15)
25

Note that in Eq. (14), the factor s/(s+γ) depends on temperature, so that the energy
limit of the Budyko framework has a temperature dependence (see also Arora, 2002).
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2.4 Summary

The energy- and water partitioning at the land surface of the approach described here
is fully determined by the values of absorbed solar radiation at the surface, Rs, precipi-
tation, P , and surface temperature Ts. The value of Rs determines directly the radiative
fluxes Rl and Rn at maximum power by Eq. (8). The value of the radiative conductance,5

kr, is then not explicitly needed, because it can be derived by setting the expression of
the optimum radiative flux Rl (Eq. 8) equal to the expression given by Eq. (2), with the
given value of Ts and a value of Ta derived from the value of Rs in the global energy
balance (or inferred from observed values of longwave radiation). The value of Ts then
also determines the partitioning into H and λE by setting the slope of the saturation va-10

por pressure curve, s (Eq. 9). This slope depends on temperature, so that information
on Ts is needed to determine the partitioning into H and λE . The value of P is needed
to determine the degree of water limitation, fw (Eq. 10), which then leads to the energy
partitioning according to Eq. (11) for fw < 1.

Hence, the information of the climatological values of Rs, Ts and P from observational15

data sets can fully describe the surface energy- and water balance, and this partitioning
can then be compared in the Budyko framework.

3 Data sources

We use global datasets of the main forcing variables, Rs, P , and Ts to quantify the geo-
graphic variation of the surface energy- and water balance in the climatological mean.20

We perform this analysis using annual mean values to make it simple and comparable
to the Budyko framework. This aggregation to annual means is also justified by the
relatively linear relationships in the energy partitioning in Eqs. (8) and (9). Potential bi-
ases introduced by this averaging will be considered in the discussion. The estimated
water balance is then compared to the ECMWF ERA-Interim reanalysis data set and25

to discharge observations of the world’s largest river basins.
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The forcing variables of solar radiation and surface temperature were obtained
from the NASA Langley Research Center Atmospheric Sciences Data Center
NASA/GEWEX SRB Project (Gupta et al., 1999, available for download at https:
//eosweb.larc.nasa.gov/project/srb/srb_table). From this dataset the annual mean val-
ues are computed for the period 1988–2007 to yield a 20 yr average. The mean pre-5

cipitation rate is obtained from the global gridded precipitation dataset of the Global
Precipitation Climatology Centre (GPCC dataset, Becker et al., 2013; Schneider et al.,
2013, available for download at http://gpcc.dwd.de). Periods of drought that are caused
by frozen water cannot be inferred from the precipitation rate. To account for this form
of drought, we compute a fraction fw,t of the year that experiences temperatures below10

0 ◦C. If this fraction is less than the value derived from precipitation by Eq. (10), we
use the temperature-based value fw,t instead. This alternative form of water limitation
to evaporation is important particularly in the high latitudes.

The forcing variables of absorbed solar radiation, precipitation, surface temperature
and the derived value of water limitation, fw, are shown in Fig. 3.15

We compare the estimated surface energy- and water balance to two sets of ob-
servations. A first evaluation compares the derived estimates of net radiation, sensible
and latent heat flux to the annual mean energy partitioning in the ECMWF reanalysis
project (ERA-Interim, Dee et al., 2011). Even though these estimates were generated
by a numerical weather prediction model, we chose to use the ERA-Interim data set20

because it represents a relatively complete and internally consistent data set of the
surface energy balance.

As a second means to evaluate the partitioning, we use the annual mean water bal-
ance (Eq. 6) to derive runoff and compare it to observed values of river discharge of the
35 largest catchments by area of the world. To do so, the precipitation forcing, our es-25

timate of evaporation, and the ERA-Interim estimate of evaporation are integrated over
these river basins. We base our selection of river basins on the study of Vorosmarty
et al. (2000). Discharge data for the river basins is mostly taken from Dai and Trenberth
(2002). Their dataset comprises 200 river basins sorted by discharge volume. Some
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basins in the study of Dai and Trenberth (2002) have an area large enough to be in-
cluded in the 35 world’s largest river basins, but show too little runoff to be listed in
the study of Dai and Trenberth (2002). Discharge data for these basins are derived
from additional sources (Probst and Tardy, 1987; Shahin, 1989; Aladin et al., 2005;
Meshcherskaya and Golod, 2003). A list of the rivers as well as a map with the associ-5

ated catchments is given in Appendix A2.

4 Results

We present and evaluate the results first in terms of the surface energy balance parti-
tioning, then in terms of the partitioning of precipitation into evaporation and runoff, and
close by placing our estimates into the Budyko framework.10

4.1 Energy balance partitioning

The annual mean partitioning of the absorbed solar radiation, Rs, into the turbulent
fluxes of sensible and latent heat, Hopt and λEopt, associated with the maximum power
state is shown in Fig. 4. Note that the net emission of terrestrial radiation associated
with maximum power is half of the absorbed solar radiation, Rs, so that net radiation15

is also about half of Rs. Hence, the spatial patterns in net radiation correspond to the
patterns of Rs that are shown in Fig. 3a.

The spatial patterns of the latent heat flux reflect the combined limitations of ab-
sorbed solar radiation, Rs, and precipitation, P , (cf. Eqs. 9 and 11) and show patterns
that would be expected. The latent heat flux is largest in the tropics where absorbed20

solar radiation is high and water sufficiently available due to high precipitation. In the
desert regions of the subtropics, the latent heat flux is essentially absent due to the lack
of water. Mid-latitudes show intermediate values of the latent heat flux, which is mostly
due to lower rates of absorbed solar radiation and some periods of frost. High latitudes
show low rates of the latent heat flux due the combination of low solar radiation and25
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extended periods of below-zero temperatures. The sensible heat flux is highest in the
desert regions and lowest in the humid regions, although even in humid regions, it is
maintained at values of about 20 Wm−2.

Our estimates of net radiation, sensible and latent heat flux are compared to the sur-
face energy partitioning of the ERA-Interim reanalysis in Fig. 5. The maximum power5

estimate of net radiation follows broadly the patterns of the ERA-Interim data set. A lin-
ear regression through the origin yields an explained variance of r2 = 0.82, with a slope
of a = 0.55. Given that the maximum power state predicts a slope of 0.5, this implies
that turbulent fluxes in the ERA-Interim reanalysis are on average about 10 % higher
than our simple estimate of Rs/2 that is predicted by the maximum power approach.10

Noticeable deviations from the Rs/2 partitioning are found in the high latitudes, where
net radiation is negative in the ERA-Interim data set (blue grid points in Fig. 5a), and
in the equatorial tropics, where net radiation is consistently higher than Rs/2 (red grid
points in Fig. 5a). The bias in high latitudes can be explained relatively easily by the
climatological mean heat transport into those regions. We explicitly did not account for15

this aspect due to our assumption that surface exchange is mostly generated by local
heating. The bias in the equatorial tropics cannot easily be explained and is discussed
in more detail further below.

The values of the latent heat flux, λEopt, correlate closely to the ERA-Interim esti-
mates. A linear regression applied to our estimate and the ERA-Interim estimate of the20

latent heat flux yields an explained variance of r2 = 0.86, with a slope of a = 0.67. This
slope mirrors the general tendency of our estimates to be too low, as indicated by the
majority of the grid cells being below the 1 : 1 line in Fig. 5b. This bias is particularly
noticeable in the equatorial tropics (red grid points in Fig. 5b), where our estimates
level off at a value of about 80 Wm−2, while the ERA-Interim estimates of the latent25

heat flux reach values of 120 Wm−2 and above. The bias in the equatorial tropics can
at least in part be attributed to the underestimation of net radiation described above.

The values for the sensible heat flux, Hopt, are in general also well reproduced. A lin-

ear regression through the origin yields an explained variance of r2 = 0.53, with a slope
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of a = 1.12. Yet, the estimated values of the sensible heat flux show a slight bias to-
wards values that are too high. Also, the negative values found in high latitude re-
gions cannot be reproduced. These negative values result when the near-surface air
is warmer than the ground, and are indicative for heat advection by the atmospheric
circulation. As already explained above, our approach of locally-generated surface ex-5

change cannot explain this phenomenon.

4.2 Water balance partitioning at river-basin scale

We next evaluate the latent heat flux estimates at maximum power in terms of the
partitioning of precipitation into evaporation and runoff at the scale of large river basins.
This comparison is shown in Fig. 6. To perform this comparison, the grid-point based10

estimates for evaporation of our maximum power approach and for the ERA-Interim
were averaged over large river basins. These estimates were then compared to the
difference of basin-integrated precipitation minus river basin discharge, both taken from
observations.

Our estimate of evaporation explains the broad variation of observed river basin15

discharge with an r2 = 0.89 (Fig. 6a). Nevertheless, we notice the same bias of our
estimates of evaporation of being too low. This bias is also reflected in the slope of the
linear regression, which yields a slope of a = 0.79.

In the second comparison in Fig. 6b, we compare estimates of river basin discharge
from P −E to observations. Although the broad variation is explained very well with an20

r2 = 0.95, we notice that our estimates consistently overestimate river basin discharge.
This overestimation is reflected in a linear regression slope of a = 1.32, so that our
estimates on average overestimate runoff by about 30 %.

4.3 Comparison to the Budyko framework

As a final step of our analysis, we analyze our estimates in the context of the Budyko25

framework. In Fig. 7, we plot the evaporative index, ε, derived from our estimate of
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evaporation against the aridity index, Φ, for both, the estimated water balance at each
grid cell (Fig. 7a) and at the scale of the river basins (Fig. 7b).

The grid point estimates of the evaporative index show a large scatter, yet all points
are below the two limits shown as lines A and B in Fig. 1. This constraint merely reflects
that our estimates obey the local energy- and water balances. There is also a notice-5

able gap between the energy limit of the evaporative index (“line B” in Fig. 1) and our
estimates. This gap is due to the factor s/(s+γ) in the estimate of the latent heat
flux, which enters the estimate of the evaporative index for humid regions (Eq. 14).
This factor originates from the energy balance constraint and from the requirement
of a non-vanishing sensible heat flux. To illustrate the importance of this factor, note10

that even for a high surface temperature of Ts = 30 ◦C, the value of s/(s+γ) ≈ 0.8, so
that 20 % of net radiation is partitioned into the sensible heat flux. At a temperature of
Ts = 15 ◦C, its value is about s/(s+γ) ≈ 0.63, while for Ts = 0 ◦C, the value is reduced to
s/(s+γ) ≈ 0.40. This factor results merely from the properties of the saturation vapor
pressure curve and the energy balance, and does not account for the fact that once15

water is in its frozen state, rates of sublimation are even lower than evaporation rates.
This effect clearly contributes to the scatter in Fig. 7a, and it also contributes to the
deviation of the evaporative index from the energy limit as represented by line B in
Fig. 1.

When the estimates are averaged over the scale of river basins, some of the scatter20

from the grid-point scale is reduced (Fig. 7b). We note that our estimates broadly follow
the Budyko curve, although they are generally lower than those obtained from the
ERA-Interim estimates. This bias to lower values can again be attributed to the general
underestimation of the evaporation rate.

5 Discussion25

Our approach of estimating the surface energy- and water balance is, obviously, ex-
tremely simple, but its advantage is that it requires merely a minimum of information.
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Hence, it naturally is subject to a number of limitations, some of which we discuss in the
following. We then relate the results to previous work, particularly regarding the Budyko
framework, and describe implications of the results as well as future directions.

5.1 Limitations

Due to the simplicity of our approach, there are a number of aspects that potentially5

limit our results. These aspects include the assumption of maximum power to constrain
the turbulent heat fluxes, the omission of other sources than local heating that cause
turbulent exchange at the surface, the use of annual means, but also the simplicity of
the model that we used. In the following, we will briefly discuss each of these aspects
and how they may affect our estimates.10

The starting point for our estimates is the assumption that the exchange fluxes at
the land surface are limited by atmospheric exchange, so that we can use the ther-
modynamic limit of maximum power to infer the fluxes between the land surface and
the atmosphere. This limit results fundamentally from the laws of thermodynamics, as
shown in the brief derivation in the Appendix A1, and surface exchange fluxes are sub-15

jected to this limit. This limit relates very closely to a range of previous applications of
thermodynamic limits to similar systems, e.g. to turbulent phenomena (Ozawa et al.,
2001), planetary heat transport (Lorenz et al., 2001), to the atmospheric circulation
(Kleidon et al., 2003, 2006), and to hydrology (Kleidon and Schymanski, 2008; Zehe
et al., 2010, 2013; Kleidon et al., 2013). While the existence of this thermodynamic20

limit should hence not be a concern, the question is rather whether land surface fluxes
indeed operate at this limit, and whether the assumption of the steady state is justified.
If the convective exchange operates below the limit, this would reduce the magnitude
of convective exchange fluxes. However, the comparison above showed that our es-
timates tend to underestimate turbulent fluxes (Fig. 5). On the other hand, one can25

imagine greater heat fluxes in our model which would then be associated with a lower
power. Such lower power would result in lower turbulent dissipation because power
equals dissipation in the steady state that we consider. This should reduce the turbulent
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fluxes at the interface between the surface and the lower atmosphere, although we did
not consider this direct linkage between turbulent dissipation and turbulent heat fluxes
here. In any case, overall it would rather seem that our low bias in the magnitude of
turbulent exchange fluxes is caused by an underestimation of the maximum power limit.

There are a two potential sources for underestimating the maximum power limit.5

The first source relates to our assumption that the exchange fluxes at the surface are
driven only by local surface heating. By doing so, we neglect the effect of large-scale
flow that is generated from horizontal difference in radiative heating. This contribu-
tion, while also thermodynamically constrained at the large-scale, generates additional
turbulence near the surface. This affects both, H and λE , and results in a deviation10

from the 1 : 1 partitioning towards greater turbulent heat fluxes. In Kleidon and Renner
(2013a) we showed for global estimates that this contribution can add in the order
of 30 % to the turbulent heat fluxes. This enhancement of the latent heat flux can be
related to the empirically-derived Priestley–Taylor coefficient, which enhances the equi-
librium evaporation rate by a factor of about 1.26 (Priestley and Taylor, 1972). Yet it is15

not quite so simple to account for this large-scale contribution in a thermodynamically
consistent way at the spatial scale. To do so, we would need to include additional in-
formation of large-scale momentum transport to the surface and, ideally, also constrain
the magnitude of this transport using thermodynamics. Nevertheless, the exclusion of
this large-scale contribution is certainly one potential explanation for the tendency of20

our estimates in net radiation of being too low.
The second source for underestimation relates to the steady state assumption that is

being made in the derivation of the limit. In this steady state, power equals dissipation,
and in the maximum power limit the driving temperature gradient is in balance with the
heat flux. This may not always be the case, particularly on the diurnal time scale of25

atmospheric boundary layer growth, where these aspects may not have reached such
a steady state. Yet, such dynamics would still be exposed to a thermodynamic limit,
but this limit would need to account for the diurnal variations in boundary layer devel-
opment, in which the flux and the depletion of the driving gradient may be temporally
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offset. One approach where this has been done to some extent is given in Konings
et al. (2012), where thermodynamics has been applied to diurnal boundary layer de-
velopment. However, their study did not consider the feedback on the depletion of the
driving gradient that sets the maximum power limit. To describe such temporal dynam-
ics and how the maximum power limit would apply to such dynamics would obviously5

require us to go beyond the steady-state condition that we used here (see also below).
A source for the bias in the partitioning between sensible and latent heat relates to

the use of annual means. Our estimate of net radiation is simply linear in absorbed solar
radiation (cf. Eq. 8), so that temporal variations average out and the estimate of net
radiation would not seem to be much affected by this simplification. The partitioning into10

sensible and latent heat is also proportional to absorbed solar radiation, but is modified
by the factors γ/(γ+s) and s/(γ+s). As these factors depend on surface temperature,
which in turn depends on absorbed solar radiation, these factors depend indirectly
on absorbed solar radiation. This covariation between the factors and solar radiation
causes a non-linearity in the expressions, and diurnal and seasonal variations would15

not average out. In fact, since temperatures at high solar radiation are generally higher
than at low solar radiation, our use of annual averages would tend to underestimate the
latent heat flux and overestimate the sensible heat flux. This effect is likely to explain
at least in part our low bias that we identified in the comparison of the estimates for
evaporation rates.20

When we want to include temporal dynamics to improve the estimates, the treatment
of the surface energy- and water balance would obviously need to be extended. At
a minimum, this would require a formulation that would specifically simulate temporal
changes in heat and water storage on land. To formulate these storage changes would
require substantially more information, in terms of temporally resolved forcing, but also25

in terms of related land surface properties, e.g. heat capacity, soil textural information,
vegetation parameters such as rooting depth, etc. The additional information could
certainly be included in the approach to refine the estimates and deal with some of the
limitations related to the covariation of variables described above. This would certainly
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be feasible to do in future work, but it is not the motivation for this study in which we aim
to get estimates by the simplest possible means with the least amount of information.

Another source for biases is the very simple formulation of the surface energy bal-
ance. In fact, our formulation can be seen as a minimum representation that satisfies
the physical constraints of the conservation of energy and water at the land surface5

in the climatological mean. This minimal description necessarily does not account for
several aspects that could affect the estimates to some extent. One of these aspects
is the highly simplified formulation of radiative transfer and the assumption that the at-
mosphere absorbs all radiation emitted at the surface. This assumption does not hold
in all regions, particularly not in dry and cold regions, where the greenhouse effect is10

comparatively weak. In these regions, some of the radiation emitted from the surface
would not be absorbed within the atmosphere, but would be transmitted to space. This
fraction is not considered in our model, but it would act to reduce the net radiation
available for driving turbulent fluxes. This bias is evident, when the deviations of net
radiation shown in Fig. 5a are looked at spatially (shown by the zonal coloring of the15

grid points). The spread around the 1 : 1 partitioning shows a strong spatial pattern,
with dry and cold regions showing net radiation that is below the 1 : 1 partitioning (i.e.
less net radiation than predicted by Rs/2), while moist regions show a greater net radi-
ation in the ERA-Interim estimate than Rs/2. This bias is not related to our maximum
power limit, but rather to the highly simplified treatment of the radiative transfer within20

the atmosphere. This aspect could add to further explain the low bias at high latitudes.
Clearly, we neglected many aspects in the estimates presented here, some of which

could be improved by a more detailed treatment of the processes. Yet, given our goal
to derive a simple, physically-consistent estimate of the climatological surface energy-
and water balance, we feel that despite these shortcomings, our approach can repre-25

sent the estimates from the ERA-Interim reanalysis rather well.
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5.2 Interpretation

Our approach to infer the partitioning of energy- and water at the land surface required
only a mere minimum of information on the climatological forcing in combination with
the physical balances of energy and water at the surface. We only required information
on the absorbed solar radiation at the surface as the dominant driver of the surface en-5

ergy balance, surface temperature, which indirectly provided the needed information on
the atmospheric greenhouse effect, and precipitation to constrain the terrestrial water
balance. Our approach did not require information on relative humidity, wind velocity,
or aerodynamic resistances or drag coefficients. These latter attributes are not truly in-
dependent variables, but relate closely to the intensity of atmospheric motion. To deal10

with motion, we made the critical closure assumption that the generation of vertical
exchange at the surface operates at the thermodynamic limit of maximum power.

That the maximum power limit provides reasonable estimates of the turbulent fluxes
is a non-trivial insight. It would seem to imply that the emergent, simple behavior of
the surface energy partitioning at this state would result from a simple organization15

of the land surface system. Yet, the opposite is more likely the case. It is probably
exactly because of the vast complexity that is inherent in the turbulent structures of
these fluxes that the turbulent fluxes near the land surface appear to operate near
this thermodynamic limit. Then, the thermodynamic limit can be used to predict the
behavior of the surface energy- and water balances.20

Another important insight from the success of the maximum power limit is that it
reflects a strong interaction between the flux (i.e., the turbulent heat fluxes, H+λE ) and
the driving gradient (i.e., the temperature difference, Ts − Ta). This interaction results
from the fact that the driving gradient (Ts − Ta) in the expression of the Carnot limit
Eq. (A4) is not an independent property of the system, but that it needs to decrease with25

greater turbulent fluxes due to the constraint imposed by the surface and atmospheric
energy balances. This trade-off between flux and driving gradient is a general property
of this limit, and the related proposed principle of Maximum Entropy Production (Ozawa
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et al., 2003; Kleidon et al., 2010). What this implies is that the emergent flux partitioning
in the surface energy balance reflects the strong interaction of the surface with the
overlying atmosphere. While this notion of land surface-atmosphere interactions is not
new (e.g. Betts et al., 1996), the maximum power limit reflects how fundamental this
interaction between the surface and the atmosphere is in shaping the observed state5

of the land surface system.
The simplicity of our approach and its purely physical basis should not be misinter-

preted in a way that physical processes dominate the emergent behavior of the land
surface. Clearly, the turbulent exchange fluxes are of physical nature, play a critical role,
and are physically constrained. Yet, on the other side, the primary forcing of the land10

surface by absorbed solar radiation is strongly affected by the presence of vegetation
by its low albedo. Since vegetated surfaces are generally darker than non-vegetated
surfaces, the observed value of absorbed solar radiation at the land surface already
includes this effect of terrestrial vegetation. Also, the use of annual mean precipitation
in water-limited regions as a constraint for evaporation implies that there is a sufficient15

ability of the surface to store water in the soil. This storage is required to balance pe-
riods of water surplus and water deficits in seasonal environments (e.g. Milly, 1994),
and the access to this storage is mostly provided by the rooting system of vegetation,
which then affects the surface energy balance and continental moisture recycling (Milly
and Dunne, 1994; Kleidon and Heimann, 2000). These two effects of vegetation are20

indirectly reflected in our estimates (see also Donohue et al., 2007). While there is
certainly a range of other effects, e.g. the role of stomatal conductance in shaping tran-
spiration fluxes, effects on surface roughness etc., it would seem that these two effects
– enhanced ability to absorb solar radiation and enhanced ability to store and access
soil water – play a quite substantial, first-order role in our estimates.25

What is less obvious in our interpretation of the partitioning of the energy- and water
balance is that it is not energy availability that limits evaporation, but rather the abil-
ity of the atmosphere to exchange the moistened surface air with the drier air aloft.
This mass exchange is driven by solar radiative heating of the surface, and it is this
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convective exchange to which we applied the maximum power limit. This exchange
aspect becomes clearer when the latent heat flux is expressed in terms of a vertical
exchange velocity, w, which describes the rate by which mass is vertically exchanged
between the surface and the atmosphere. We can then express the sensible and latent
heat fluxes as H = cpρw(Ts − Ta) and λE = λfwρw(qs −qa) (as in Kleidon and Renner,5

2013a, with the factor fw added to consider the effect of water limitation on λE ). The
maximum power limit is then associated with an optimum exchange velocity, wopt, that
is given by the following expression

wopt =
γ

γ + fws

Rn, opt

cpρ (Ts − Ta)
(16)

10

where cp and ρ are the specific heat capacity and density of air.
This expression for mass exchange, ρwopt, shows two important aspects that relate

to evaporation on land. First, it illustrates to point made above that it is not energy
that limits evaporation, but rather the intensity of atmospheric exchange. At first sight,
it would seem that evaporation is driven by net radiation as its expression (cf. Eq. 9)15

is directly proportional to the energy supplied by net radiation. However, when we ex-
press evaporation as λE = λfwρw(qs −qa), we note that the expression for wopt is also
proportional to net radiation, so that when combined, this yields the expression for Eopt
in Eq. (9). What this means is that it is not primarily the energy for the phase transition
associated with evaporation that is limited, but rather the ability of the atmosphere to20

exchange the moistened air from the surface with the drier air of the atmosphere. This
interpretation is, in fact, not new since essentially the same considerations have been
used to derive the equilibrium evaporation rate (Slayter and McIlroy, 1961; Priestley and
Taylor, 1972), with the main difference here being the equal partitioning of absorbed so-
lar radiation into radiative and turbulent cooling which is associated with the maximum25

power limit. It thus seems more adequate to interpret the proportionality of evapora-
tion to Rs as an atmospheric transport limitation, which in turn depends primarily on
the magnitude of surface heating by absorption of solar radiation. The combination
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of Eqs. (8), (9) and (16) provides a consistent description of the surface energy- and
water balances as well as the associated atmospheric exchange that can describe
these interrelationships and limitations. This interpretation in terms of a transport limi-
tation rather than an energy limitation may help us to better understand changes in the
hydrologic cycle that are related directly to changes in atmospheric motion (e.g. the5

decrease in pan evaporation has been related to a stilling of the atmosphere, Roderick
et al., 2007; McVicar et al., 2012).

The second aspect relates to the shift in the energy balance partitioning in the pres-
ence of water limitation for a given value of Rs. With greater water availability, that is,
a greater value of fw, evaporation increases (cf. Eq. 9), but the rate of surface exchange,10

wopt, is reduced. This reduction of mass exchange results from a more efficient cool-
ing of the surface by a greater latent heat flux due to a greater value of fw (qs −qa),
while the overall rate of turbulent cooling, H + λE , remains unchanged because the
partitioning between radiative and turbulent cooling is unaffected by water availability
(cf. Eq. 9). Since the surface is cooled more efficiently with a greater latent heat flux,15

less vertical exchange is needed to accomplish the same turbulent cooling rate. This
description of the coupling between evaporation and vertical exchange is consistent
with our recent interpretation of the sensitivity of the hydrologic cycle to surface warm-
ing (Kleidon and Renner, 2013b), except that here it is applied to the sensitivity to
large-scale geographic differences in the water limitation on land.20

In summary, our simple approach of the surface energy balance and the imposed
limit of maximum power provides a physically consistent and constrained way to infer
the partitioning of the surface energy- and water balance.

5.3 Future work

Our approach can be applied to related topics of land surface functioning and how it25

responds to change, and it can be extended further. In the following, we want to briefly
describe possible lines of applications and extensions for future work.
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In terms of future applications, the expressions of the energy- and water balance par-
titioning can be used to derive analytical derivatives to evaluate the sensitivity of the
land surface to aspects of global change. In recent work, we used such an analytical
approach to evaluate the sensitivity of the global hydrologic cycle to surface warming
(Kleidon and Renner, 2013b), were able to reproduce the mean response of global5

climate models, but also identified different roles of solar vs. terrestrial radiation in driv-
ing the surface energy balance. A similar type of analysis could be performed with
the extensions presented here to evaluate the sensitivity of the terrestrial energy- and
water balance to surface warming, but also to other forms of global change (e.g. land
cover change). By doing so, we can compare this analytical response to the behavior of10

much more complex climate models and thereby identify the most important processes
that govern the change. Such an analysis is not meant to replace complex modelling
approaches, but rather reduce their complexity to better understand the dominant con-
straints that determine the response to change. Such an approach should allow us to
further our understanding and confidence in predicting the effects of global change on15

the state of the land surface.
By linking the energy- and water partitioning to vertical exchange near the surface,

this approach can also be extended to provide a simple yet physically consistent de-
scription of other exchange fluxes at the surface, e.g. the net ecosystem exchange of
carbon dioxide, reactive trace gases or dust. However, because the optimum vertical20

exchange rate, Eq. (16), cannot easily be expressed in terms of the dryness index as it
involves dependencies on all forcing variables (Rs, P and Ts), such an extension can-
not be built on the Budyko framework, but rather on the explicit treatment of the surface
energy- and water balances. Furthermore, the sensitivity of such estimates could be
analyzed analytically for climate variability, as it has been done very successfully with25

the Budyko framework (Koster and Suarez, 1999; Arora, 2002; Milly and Dunne, 2002).
However, at present, one major simplification in this study is the use of annual mean

conditions. The extension to seasonal and possibly diurnal variation would certainly be
of great value as it would allow us to evaluate the importance of covariances among
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driving variables and the role of memory on these estimates. This would need to in-
volve the explicit representation of the changes in soil heat and water storage. The tight
interaction between surface fluxes and the state of the atmosphere would also require
to consider an atmospheric storage term and deal with boundary layer dynamics more
explicitly if this approach is applied to the diurnal time scale. It would furthermore be5

important to explicitly include the influence of the large-scale circulation in driving tur-
bulence near the surface. Extending this approach to include more drivers explicitly at
a finer temporal resolution would then allow us to explicitly compare such theoretical
estimates to a range of observations, particularly from eddy covariance measurements.
This, in turn, may help us to derive a simpler, and more general way to formulate sur-10

face exchange fluxes without requiring information of empirically-derived surface resis-
tances or drag coefficients.

6 Summary and conclusions

We presented a simple approach to estimate the climatological surface energy- and
water balance on land from first principles and thermodynamics. The approach is in-15

ternally physically consistent in that it obeys the energy- and mass balance and it is
thermodynamically constrained by using the maximum power limit to determine the
energy partitioning at the land surface. The main result of this approach is that the ab-
sorbed solar radiation is partitioned about equally into radiative and turbulent cooling,
with the partitioning of the turbulent fluxes into sensible and latent heat being consistent20

with the equilibrium evaporation rate. The comparison of the climatological estimates
with observations and ERA-Interim estimates show that our estimates reasonably rep-
resent the partitioning of the surface energy- and water balance on land. Hence, we
conclude that this approach provides an adequate, simple description of the land sur-
face energy- and water balances and that our closure assumption of maximum power25

is reasonable.
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We view our study as a baseline estimate of the land surface energy- and water
balance in its simplest form. It is, obviously, not meant to be the most accurate repre-
sentation of the land surface, but rather as a first order reference state. This reference
state can be estimated from a minimum of observations that are easy to observe. Be-
cause our model is expressed in analytical form, it can be used to derive the sensitivity5

of the land surface state to different forcing variables, to vegetation characteristics, or to
human modifications and provide first-order estimates of change. This, in turn, should
support us in better understanding how the land surface functions and responds to
global changes.

Appendix A10

A1 Thermodynamic limits

The first and second law of thermodynamics set a direction and limits to energy con-
versions within any physical system. We apply it here to derive the limit to how much
kinetic energy can be derived from the radiative heating of the surface and the tem-15

perature difference between the surface and the atmosphere. The following deriva-
tion summarizes the more detailed treatment in Kleidon and Renner (2013a); Kleidon
and Renner (2013b), except that the maximization is simplified here by directly using
J = H + λE = (B+1/B)H as the optimization variable, which nevertheless leads to an
identical outcome.20

To derive the limit, we consider a heat engine as marked in Fig. 2 that is driven by
the heat flux J . In the steady-state setup used here, the first law of thermodynamics
requires that the heat fluxes in and out of the engine, J and Jout, are balanced by the
generation of kinetic energy, G:

0 = J − Jout −G. (A1)25
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The second law of thermodynamics requires that the entropy of the system does not
decrease during the process of generating kinetic energy. This requirement is ex-
pressed by the entropy fluxes associated with the heat fluxes J and Jout that enter
and leave the heat engine at the temperatures of the surface and the atmosphere:

J
Ts

−
Jout

Ta
≥ 0. (A2)5

In the best case, the entropy balance equals zero. Then, the flux Jout can be expressed
as a function of J , Ts, and Ta:

Jout = J ·
Ta

Ts
. (A3)

10

When combined with Eq. (A2), this yields the well-known Carnot limit of the power
generated by a heat engine:

G = J ·
Ts − Ta

Ts
. (A4)

In steady state, this generated power is dissipated by friction, so that G = D.15

The maximum power limit of a system is obtained by noting that the temperature
difference, Ts−Ta, is not independent of J , but rather constrained by the energy balance.
This temperature difference can be expressed by using Eqs. (1) and (2) from above

Ts − Ta =
Rs − J
kr

. (A5)
20

The expression of the Carnot limit (Eq. A4) then takes the following form:

G = J ·
Rs − J
krTs

. (A6)
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This equation is approximately a quadratic function of J , noting that Ts in the denom-
inator depends on J as well. When neglecting this dependency, a simple analytic ex-
pression can be derived for the maximum power possible within the system:

Gmax =
R2

s

4krTs
(A7)

5

with an optimum heat flux, Jopt, of

Jopt =
Rs

2
. (A8)

With the definition of the Bowen ratio (Eq. 4), this optimum heat flux is associated with
an optimum sensible and latent heat flux, Hopt and λEopt of10

Hopt =
B

B+1
J =

γ
γ + fws

Rs

2
(A9)

and

λEopt =
1

B+1
J =

fws
γ + fws

Rs

2
. (A10)

15

The maximum power limit describes the upper limit for generating turbulent heat
fluxes out of local radiative heating by absorption of solar radiation at the surface. It
does not necessarily imply that this limit is achieved. This would rather form a hypoth-
esis, namely, that the surface energy partitioning would operate near this limit. This
hypothesis is very closely related to the proposed principle of Maximum Entropy Pro-20

duction (MEP, Ozawa et al., 2003; Kleidon et al., 2010), with an equivalence given if the
dissipation of kinetic energy would take place at the cold temperature, Ta (see Kleidon
and Renner, 2013a, for a fuller discussion on this relationship).
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A2 River basins

The names of the river basins used in the evaluation of the estimates are listed in
Table A1. Their geographic distribution is shown in Fig. A1.
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Table 1. Variables and parameters used in this study.

Symbol Variable Value or units Equation

B Bowen ratio – H/(λE )
cp heat capacity of air 1004 Jkg−1 –
E evapotranspiration ms−1 Eq. (9)
ε evaporative index – Eq. (13)
fw water availability factor 0.1 Eq. (10)
Φ Budyko dryness index – Eq. (12)
γ psychrometric constant 65 PaK−1 –
G convective power Wm−2 Eq. (7)
λE latent heat flux Wm−2 Eq. (9)
H sensible heat flux Wm−2 Eq. (9)
kr linearized radiative exchange coefficient Wm−2 K−1 inferred indirectly from Ts

λ latent heat of vaporization 2.5×106 Jkg−1 –
P precipitation ms−1 forcing
Q discharge ms−1 Eq. (6)
ρ air density 1.2 kgm−3 –
Rs absorbed solar radiation at the surface Wm−2 forcing
Rl net flux of terrestrial radiation Wm−2 Eq. (2)
s slope of saturation pressure curve PaK−1 Eq. (5)
σ Stefan–Boltzmann constant 5.67×10−8 Wm−2 K−4 –
Ta atmospheric radiative temperature K obtained from global energy balance
Ts surface temperature K forcing
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Table A1. River basins used for model evaluation. Data is taken mostly from Vorosmarty et al.
(2000) and Dai and Trenberth (2002), with additional data taken from Probst and Tardy (1987),
Shahin (1989), Aladin et al. (2005) and Meshcherskaya and Golod (2003).

Basin ID in Fig. A1 Runoff [km3 yr−1] Basin area [km2]

Amazon 1 6642 5 854 000
Nile 2 40 3 826 000
Zaire 3 1308 3 699 000
Mississippi 4 610 3 203 000
Amur 5 354 2 903 000
Parana 6 568 2 661 000
Yenisei 7 599 2 582 000
Ob 8 412 2 570 000
Lena 9 531 2 418 000
Niger 10 193 2 240 000
Zambezi 11 117 1 989 000
Tamanrasett 12 0 1 819 000
Chang-Jiang 13 944 1 794 000
Mackenzie 14 290 1 713 000
Ganges-Brahm. 15 1032 1 628 000
Chari 16 37 1 572 000
Volga 17 243 1 463 000
St.Lawrence 18 363 1 267 000
Indus 19 104 1 143 000
Syr-Darya 20 18 1 070 000
Nelson 21 126 1 047 000
Orinoco 22 1129 1 039 000
Murray 23 9.4 1 032 000
Great-Basin 24 0 978 000
Shatt-el-Arab 25 35 967 000
Orange 26 4.6 944 000
Huang He 27 47 894 000
Yukon 28 212 852 000
Senegal 29 22 847 000
Irharhar 30 0 842 000
Jubba 31 0 816 000
Colorado 32 12 808 000
Rio Grande 33 1.5 805 000
Danube 34 202 788 000
Mekong 35 525 774 000
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2 Kleidon et al.: Maximum power and land surface exchange
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the Budyko framework for the partitioning of
water and energy at the land surface, using mean values of net sur-
face radiation, Rn, precipitation, P (with a latent heat of vaporiza-
tion, λ), and evaporation,E. Section A of the solid line corresponds
to environmental conditions in which precipitation limits evapora-
tion, while section B represents conditions in which radiative en-
ergy limits evaporation. Observations typically fall onto a line (C,
Budyko curve) that is to some extent removed from the limits A and
B. After Budyko (1974) and Milly (1994).

with this exchange that is driven by local surface heating.70

From this limit, we estimated the partitioning of the surface
energy balance and a strength of the global hydrologic cycle
and found that these estimates reproduced observations very
well. This approach also set the basis to analytically derive
the sensitivity of the water cycle to surface warming (Klei-75

don and Renner, 2013b), and this sensitivity was found to re-
produce the reported hydrologic sensitivity from much more
complex climate models extremely well. The success of this
approach implies that atmospheric transport plays an impor-
tant role as a constraint on land surface exchange, and it sup-80

ports the hypothesis that natural processes of the Earth sys-
tem operate near their thermodynamic limit (Kleidon, 2012).

The goal of this paper is to extend our thermodynamic ap-
proach to the surface energy- and water balance on land. By
doing so we aim for a description of the climatological mean85

state in its simplest possible, yet physically consistent form,
rather than a highly detailed description that is likely to better
reproduce observations. This approach is first briefly sum-
marized in the following section, including its extension to
include the effects of water limitation on the surface energy90

balance. We then use global datasets, which are described in
section 3, to provide spatially explicit estimates for the cli-
matic mean partitioning of the surface energy- and water bal-
ance. These estimates are shown in the results section, where
they are compared to ECMWF reanalysis products (ERA-95

Interim, Dee et al. (2011)) as well as to observations of river
basin discharge. The limitations of our approach, specifically
regarding the effect of the large-scale atmospheric circulation
and the covariation of variables that we did not account for
here, are described in the discussion, as well as the relation of100

our work to previous works. We close with a brief summary
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Fig. 2. Schematic illustration of the simple energy balance model,
with the main variables and fluxes used here. After Kleidon and
Renner (2013a).

and conclusions.

2 Theory

We use the theoretical approach of Kleidon and Renner
(2013a). This approach uses the surface energy balance in105

steady state and imposes the thermodynamic limit of max-
imum power to convective heat exchange at the surface to
determine the fluxes of the surface energy balance. We ex-
tend this approach to account for water limitation on land. To
do so, we formulate the climatological mean surface energy-110

and water balance first, describe how the maximum power
limit constrains the partitioning of energy fluxes at the sur-
face, and place the partitioning associated with this maxi-
mum power state in context with the Budyko framework.

We consider a system composed of the land surface and115

the overlying atmosphere in steady state, as shown in Fig. 2.
This system is considered as being a local system with no
horizontal transport, motion is generated within the system,
and water cycling takes place locally as well. This setting
is, of course, idealized and highly simplistic, as horizontal120

advection of moisture plays a critical role in sustaining pre-
cipitation on land. On the other hand, this formulation is
complete in that we only need a minimum set of variables
to specify the system in steady state. Specifically, we do not
need to specify wind velocities or relative humidities, as both125

variables represent internal variables of the system. We use
this local assumption here and discuss the potential limita-
tions that originate from this assumption in the discussion.

The variables used in the following description of the ap-
proach are summarized in Table 1.130

Fig. 1. Illustration of the Budyko framework for the partitioning of water and energy at the land
surface, using mean values of net surface radiation, Rn, precipitation, P (with a latent heat of
vaporization, λ), and evaporation, E . Section A of the solid line corresponds to environmental
conditions in which precipitation limits evaporation, while section B represents conditions in
which radiative energy limits evaporation. Observations typically fall onto a line (C, Budyko
curve) that is to some extent removed from the limits A and B. After Budyko (1974) and Milly
(1994).
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water and energy at the land surface, using mean values of net sur-
face radiation, Rn, precipitation, P (with a latent heat of vaporiza-
tion, λ), and evaporation,E. Section A of the solid line corresponds
to environmental conditions in which precipitation limits evapora-
tion, while section B represents conditions in which radiative en-
ergy limits evaporation. Observations typically fall onto a line (C,
Budyko curve) that is to some extent removed from the limits A and
B. After Budyko (1974) and Milly (1994).

with this exchange that is driven by local surface heating.70

From this limit, we estimated the partitioning of the surface
energy balance and a strength of the global hydrologic cycle
and found that these estimates reproduced observations very
well. This approach also set the basis to analytically derive
the sensitivity of the water cycle to surface warming (Klei-75

don and Renner, 2013b), and this sensitivity was found to re-
produce the reported hydrologic sensitivity from much more
complex climate models extremely well. The success of this
approach implies that atmospheric transport plays an impor-
tant role as a constraint on land surface exchange, and it sup-80

ports the hypothesis that natural processes of the Earth sys-
tem operate near their thermodynamic limit (Kleidon, 2012).

The goal of this paper is to extend our thermodynamic ap-
proach to the surface energy- and water balance on land. By
doing so we aim for a description of the climatological mean85

state in its simplest possible, yet physically consistent form,
rather than a highly detailed description that is likely to better
reproduce observations. This approach is first briefly sum-
marized in the following section, including its extension to
include the effects of water limitation on the surface energy90

balance. We then use global datasets, which are described in
section 3, to provide spatially explicit estimates for the cli-
matic mean partitioning of the surface energy- and water bal-
ance. These estimates are shown in the results section, where
they are compared to ECMWF reanalysis products (ERA-95

Interim, Dee et al. (2011)) as well as to observations of river
basin discharge. The limitations of our approach, specifically
regarding the effect of the large-scale atmospheric circulation
and the covariation of variables that we did not account for
here, are described in the discussion, as well as the relation of100

our work to previous works. We close with a brief summary
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Fig. 2. Schematic illustration of the simple energy balance model,
with the main variables and fluxes used here. After Kleidon and
Renner (2013a).

and conclusions.

2 Theory

We use the theoretical approach of Kleidon and Renner
(2013a). This approach uses the surface energy balance in105

steady state and imposes the thermodynamic limit of max-
imum power to convective heat exchange at the surface to
determine the fluxes of the surface energy balance. We ex-
tend this approach to account for water limitation on land. To
do so, we formulate the climatological mean surface energy-110

and water balance first, describe how the maximum power
limit constrains the partitioning of energy fluxes at the sur-
face, and place the partitioning associated with this maxi-
mum power state in context with the Budyko framework.

We consider a system composed of the land surface and115

the overlying atmosphere in steady state, as shown in Fig. 2.
This system is considered as being a local system with no
horizontal transport, motion is generated within the system,
and water cycling takes place locally as well. This setting
is, of course, idealized and highly simplistic, as horizontal120

advection of moisture plays a critical role in sustaining pre-
cipitation on land. On the other hand, this formulation is
complete in that we only need a minimum set of variables
to specify the system in steady state. Specifically, we do not
need to specify wind velocities or relative humidities, as both125

variables represent internal variables of the system. We use
this local assumption here and discuss the potential limita-
tions that originate from this assumption in the discussion.

The variables used in the following description of the ap-
proach are summarized in Table 1.130

Fig. 2. Schematic illustration of the simple energy balance model, with the main variables and
fluxes used here. After Kleidon and Renner (2013a).
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Fig. 3. Geographic variation of the annual mean forcing data of (a.) absorbed solar radiation, Rs, (b.) precipitation, P , (c.) surface
temperature, Ts, and (d.) derived water limitation, fw, which includes limitations due to precipitation and frozen periods. Note that the
annual mean precipitation in (b.) has been scaled such that the maximum roughly corresponds to an energy equivalent of 120 W m−2.

The values of the latent heat flux, λEopt, correlate closely
to the ERA-Interim estimates. A linear regression applied370

to our estimate and the ERA-Interim estimate of the latent
heat flux yields an explained variance of r2 = 0.86, with a
slope of a= 0.67. This slope mirrors the general tendency of
our estimates to be too low, as indicated by the majority of
the grid cells being below the 1:1 line in Fig. 5b. This bias375

is particularly noticeable in the equatorial tropics (red grid
points in Fig. 5b), where our estimates level off at a value
of about 80 W m−2, while the ERA-Interim estimates of the
latent heat flux reach values of 120 W m−2 and above. The
bias in the equatorial tropics can at least in part be attributed380

to the underestimation of net radiation described above.
The values for the sensible heat flux, Hopt, are in general

also well reproduced. A linear regression through the origin
yields an explained variance of r2 = 0.53, with a slope of
a= 1.12. Yet, the estimated values of the sensible heat flux385

show a slight bias towards values that are too high. Also, the
negative values found in high latitude regions cannot be re-

produced. These negative values result when the near-surface
air is warmer than the ground, and are indicative for heat ad-
vection by the atmospheric circulation. As already explained390

above, our approach of locally-generated surface exchange
cannot explain this phenomenon.

4.2 Water balance partitioning at river-basin scale

We next evaluate the latent heat flux estimates at maximum
power in terms of the partitioning of precipitation into evapo-395

ration and runoff at the scale of large river basins. This com-
parison is shown in Fig. 6. To perform this comparison, the
grid-point based estimates for evaporation of our maximum
power approach and for the ERA-Interim were averaged over
large river basins. These estimates were then compared to the400

difference of basin-integrated precipitation minus river basin
discharge, both taken from observations.

Our estimate of evaporation explains the broad variation of
observed river basin discharge with an r2 = 0.89 (Fig. 6a).

Fig. 3. Geographic variation of the annual mean forcing data of (a) absorbed solar radiation,
Rs, (b) precipitation, P , (c) surface temperature, Ts, and (d) derived water limitation, fw, which
includes limitations due to precipitation and frozen periods. Note that the annual mean pre-
cipitation in (b) has been scaled such that the maximum roughly corresponds to an energy
equivalent of 120 Wm−2.
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Fig. 4. Partitioning of net radiation into (a.) sensible, Hopt and (b.)
latent heat flux, λEopt, inferred from maximum power in the annual
mean. Since net radiation at maximum power is Rs/2, its spatial
patterns is shown in Fig. 3a.

Nevertheless, we notice the same bias of our estimates of405

evaporation of being too low. This bias is also reflected in
the slope of the linear regression, which yields a slope of
a= 0.79.

In the second comparison in Fig. 6b, we compare esti-
mates of river basin discharge from P −E to observations.410

Although the broad variation is explained very well with an
r2 = 0.95, we notice that our estimates consistently overes-
timate river basin discharge. This overestimation is reflected
in a linear regression slope of a= 1.32, so that our estimates
on average overestimate runoff by about 30%.415

4.3 Comparison to the Budyko framework

As a final step of our analysis, we analyze our estimates in
the context of the Budyko framework. In Fig. 7, we plot
the evaporative index, ε, derived from our estimate of evap-
oration against the aridity index, Φ, for both, the estimated420
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Fig. 5. Comparison of annual mean values of (a.) net radiation,
Rn,opt =Hopt +λEopt, (b.) latent heat flux, λEopt, and (c.) the
sensible heat flux, Hopt to ERA-Interim values. Each point repre-
sents a land grid cell, with its color representing the latitude of the
grid cell (red: tropics, latitude< 15◦; yellow: subtropics, 15◦≤ lat-
itude < 38◦; green: temperates, 38◦≤ latitude < 66◦; blue: polar,
latitude ≥ 66◦ ). Also shown in the plots is the 1:1 line. The red in
the top plot represents the partitioning at maximum power, Rs/2.

Fig. 4. Partitioning of net radiation into (a) sensible, Hopt and (b) latent heat flux, λEopt, inferred
from maximum power in the annual mean. Since net radiation at maximum power is Rs/2, its
spatial patterns is shown in Fig. 3a.
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Fig. 5. Comparison of annual mean values of (a) net radiation, Rn, opt = Hopt + λEopt, (b) latent
heat flux, λEopt, and (c) the sensible heat flux, Hopt to ERA-Interim values. Each point represents
a land grid cell, with its color representing the latitude of the grid cell (red: tropics, latitude<
15◦; yellow: subtropics, 15◦ ≤ latitude< 38◦; green: temperates, 38◦ ≤ latitude< 66◦; blue: polar,
latitude≥ 66◦). Also shown in the plots is the 1 : 1 line. The red in the top plot represents the
partitioning at maximum power, Rs/2.
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Fig. 6. Comparison of the annual mean partitioning of precipita-
tion, P , into (a.) evaporation, E and (b.) runoff, Q, of the max-
imum power estimates and ERA-Interim evaporation to observed
estimates inferred from precipitation minus river basin discharge.
The color coding marks the geographic location of the basins, as in
Fig. 5.

water balance at each grid cell (Fig. 7a) and at the scale of
the river basins (Fig. 7b).

The grid point estimates of the evaporative index show a
large scatter, yet all points are below the two limits shown
as lines A and B in Fig. 1. This constraint merely reflects425

that our estimates obey the local energy- and water balances.
There is also a noticeable gap between the energy limit of the
evaporative index (”line B” in Fig. 1) and our estimates. This
gap is due to the factor s/(s+γ) in the estimate of the latent
heat flux, which enters the estimate of the evaporative index430

for humid regions (eqn. 14). This factor originates from the
energy balance constraint and from the requirement of a non-
vanishing sensible heat flux. To illustrate the importance of
this factor, note that even for a high surface temperature of
Ts = 30◦C, the value of s/(s+γ)≈ 0.8, so that 20 % of net435

radiation is partitioned into the sensible heat flux. At a tem-
perature of Ts = 15◦C, its value is about s/(s+γ)≈ 0.63,
while for Ts = 0◦C, the value is reduced to s/(s+γ)≈ 0.40.
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Fig. 7. Comparison of the evaporative index derived from maximum
power to ERA-Interim data for (a.) each grid cell and (b.) averaged
over major river basins. The color coding marks the geographic
location of the basins, as in Fig. 5. The grey line represents the
Budyko curve, as in Fig. 1.

This factor results merely from the properties of the satura-
tion vapor pressure curve and the energy balance, and does440

not account for the fact that once water is in its frozen state,
rates of sublimation are even lower than evaporation rates.
This effect clearly contributes to the scatter in Fig. 7a, and
it also contributes to the deviation of the evaporative index
from the energy limit as represented by line B in Fig. 1.445

When the estimates are averaged over the scale of river
basins, some of the scatter from the grid-point scale is re-
duced (Fig. 7b). We note that our estimates broadly follow
the Budyko curve, although they are generally lower than
those obtained from the ERA-Interim estimates. This bias to450

lower values can again be attributed to the general underesti-
mation of the evaporation rate.

5 Discussion

Our approach of estimating the surface energy- and water
balance is, obviously, extremely simple, but its advantage is455

Fig. 6. Comparison of the annual mean partitioning of precipitation, P , into (a) evaporation, E
and (b) runoff, Q, of the maximum power estimates and ERA-Interim evaporation to observed
estimates inferred from precipitation minus river basin discharge. The color coding marks the
geographic location of the basins, as in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 6. Comparison of the annual mean partitioning of precipita-
tion, P , into (a.) evaporation, E and (b.) runoff, Q, of the max-
imum power estimates and ERA-Interim evaporation to observed
estimates inferred from precipitation minus river basin discharge.
The color coding marks the geographic location of the basins, as in
Fig. 5.

water balance at each grid cell (Fig. 7a) and at the scale of
the river basins (Fig. 7b).

The grid point estimates of the evaporative index show a
large scatter, yet all points are below the two limits shown
as lines A and B in Fig. 1. This constraint merely reflects425

that our estimates obey the local energy- and water balances.
There is also a noticeable gap between the energy limit of the
evaporative index (”line B” in Fig. 1) and our estimates. This
gap is due to the factor s/(s+γ) in the estimate of the latent
heat flux, which enters the estimate of the evaporative index430

for humid regions (eqn. 14). This factor originates from the
energy balance constraint and from the requirement of a non-
vanishing sensible heat flux. To illustrate the importance of
this factor, note that even for a high surface temperature of
Ts = 30◦C, the value of s/(s+γ)≈ 0.8, so that 20 % of net435

radiation is partitioned into the sensible heat flux. At a tem-
perature of Ts = 15◦C, its value is about s/(s+γ)≈ 0.63,
while for Ts = 0◦C, the value is reduced to s/(s+γ)≈ 0.40.
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Fig. 7. Comparison of the evaporative index derived from maximum
power to ERA-Interim data for (a.) each grid cell and (b.) averaged
over major river basins. The color coding marks the geographic
location of the basins, as in Fig. 5. The grey line represents the
Budyko curve, as in Fig. 1.

This factor results merely from the properties of the satura-
tion vapor pressure curve and the energy balance, and does440

not account for the fact that once water is in its frozen state,
rates of sublimation are even lower than evaporation rates.
This effect clearly contributes to the scatter in Fig. 7a, and
it also contributes to the deviation of the evaporative index
from the energy limit as represented by line B in Fig. 1.445

When the estimates are averaged over the scale of river
basins, some of the scatter from the grid-point scale is re-
duced (Fig. 7b). We note that our estimates broadly follow
the Budyko curve, although they are generally lower than
those obtained from the ERA-Interim estimates. This bias to450

lower values can again be attributed to the general underesti-
mation of the evaporation rate.

5 Discussion

Our approach of estimating the surface energy- and water
balance is, obviously, extremely simple, but its advantage is455

Fig. 7. Comparison of the evaporative index derived from maximum power to ERA-Interim data
for (a) each grid cell and (b) averaged over major river basins. The color coding marks the
geographic location of the basins, as in Fig. 5. The grey line represents the Budyko curve, as
in Fig. 1.
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Fig. A1. Map of the river basins used in this study, with the names of the river basins given in table A1.
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